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   Resources for students
   Challenging outdated norms
   Reducing stigma (using science!)

Brought together by our faith in science and compassion for those
impacted, we argue that addiction is not a moral failure. Rather, it is
a complex, often life-threatening medical condition which should be
treated accordingly!

Our mandate covers things like: 

WHO WE ARE + 
WHAT WE DO

McGill's response leaves a great deal to be desired! The MUHC Addiction
Unit's (outdated) programming prioritizes abstinence as the primary
purpose of treatment. And there are zero support groups for students
impacted by either behavioural or substance addictions! 

Doctors employed by the Student Wellness Hub are unfamiliar with the
medications that McGill researchers have published papers on over a
decade ago. If even the institutions doing addiction research aren't
going to actually use the research ... why bother with it at all?

This is definitely an "all hands on deck" type of situation. We've got
ambitious initiatives, both on and off campus ... and we're looking for
innovative + compassionate individuals to join the cause! 

With project groups dedicated to everything from curriculum changes to
events to becoming a service, there are plenty of ways to get involved!

JOIN THE 
CAUSE!

THE SINCLAIR
METHOD (TSM)

The Sinclair Method (TSM) is is a medication-assisted treatment for
alcohol use disorder (AUD) that's been around for over 20 years! 

The opiate blocker (e.g. naltrexone) disrupts the body’s
behaviour/reward cycle, causing you to want drink less instead of
more. Repeating the process allows the addiction to be unlearned! 

COVID +
ADDICTION
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If TSM isn't implemented on a large scale, 
~ 64 350 000 people will needlessly lose their
lives to AUD over the next 25 years.

MCGILL +
ADDICTION

78% success rate.

Health Canada-approved
since 1997.

3.3 million deaths/year.

COVID has not been good for addiction! There are many reasons why
substance use has increased over the pandemic (e.g. stress, loneliness,
more time to use, emergence of synthetic opioids). 

Increases in overdose rates are a concern across the country!  Cactus
Montreal, a Supervised Injection Site (SIS)  in our own community,
reported an increase from one overdose a week before the pandemic
to as many as five overdoses a day during the pandemic.

“Above everything, we alcoholics
must be rid of this selfishness!
We must, or it kills us! 
God makes that possible.”

-  Alcoholics Anonymous 
    (4th ed., 2001), page 62 Coming soon:  22-23 exec applications!

McGill Students for Science-based Addiction
Treatment (MSSAT) is the first student-led
initiative on campus dedicated to addiction.
Whatever form it takes.

Join us in updating addiction treatment +
education to reflect our 21st-century
understanding.

      Take the medication.
      Wait one hour.
      Drink alcohol!
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